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Date for your diary
Johnny Dawes Lecture

29th September at the Lutterworth 
Community College on the Bitteswell Road in 
Lutterworth. Tickets are £7 and Johnny Dawes 
will be talking about climbing. Obviously 
illustrated. He was the leading force in British 
climbing in the late 80s including putting up 
the first E8s and E9s. Indian Face may be his 
most iconic route but there would be plenty of 
debate about that. 
See Dave or Ed for tickets

Summer comes to a close, or did it ever start! Lots of activity 
going on in club, not the least on the Forum which has seen 
what might be called, vigorous debates recently. In the 
meantime real hands and boots on rock stu! has continued 
with meets at Torridon and Coniston. Climbing in the Peak, 
Yorkshire, Wales, Scotland and even the Cotswolds. Bulgaria, 
France, Italy, Switzerland and New Zealand have also 
featured among members travels. 

Must also welcome our new president, Ed, no longer Heinz as 
he has had another birthday and say thanks to Harry for all his 
good work over the past four years.

Eleven attended the meet in Chamonix and despite the 
weather, routes were done, although Gian Luca and co 
sneaked o! to Italy...for the sunshine he said and climbed 
Gran Paradiso. Getting to Chamonix proved a trial for Geo! 
and Kate although in the end there was no trial!

Next meet, Stair in the Lakes and then Pete’s Hut in Wales 
for a “family specific” weekend and judging by the route book 
there are a few budding young climbers out there.

Looking forward, tickets are now available for the Johnny 
Dawes lecture at Lutterworth next month and the following 
month sees the Presidents Meet back in Yorkshire. The 
location and menu are printed here. Book now and choose 
your food. A good night was had by all last year, despite the 
embarrassment of an  ex president when the “special” photos 
taken by an unnamed lady in the Ellistown area appeared on 
the screen.

Looking further forward, Christmas nibbles will be on Dec 
22nd

HMCʼers in Paradise
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Coniston Meet 24-26th June 2011

Fri 24th June.

After picking up Colin and Joshua in 
Hinckley we set off at about 16:00 Hrs 
and opted to take the M6 Toll, hopefully 
avoiding a lot of congestion.  How wrong 
were we!  After just passing the junction 
for Cannock we ground to a halt, ‘Oh 
great, if it’s this bad, what will it be like on 
the M6 of a car park’.  Needless to say it 
was much the same all the way up until 
the kids decided it was time for a break.  
A quick tour of Knutsford services and a 
caffeine re-fuel we returned to the M6, to 
complete our northerly bound trip, all be it 
now without delay.

We arrived at Scarr Head Campsite – 
Torver, just before 20:00 Hrs where we 
were greeted to a rapturous welcome 
from the locals, Midges, the minute we set 
foot out of the van we were engulfed by 
swarms of the bloody things.

Camp was set in a strange kind of way, 
almost like a surreal ritual of slapping, 
brushing and waving.  With the basics of 
the camp set and the scores well fed 
(Midges) it was decided that we needed 
to fill our bellies, so it was a quick dart to 
‘The Church House Inn’ for a feast only to 
find they had stopped serving, but kindly 
offered to do us a couple of bowls of 
chips & mighty fine good hearty chips 
they were.

Once fed, the plans for the following day 
were discussed over a few beers.  Two 
options were considered, attacking ‘The 
Old Man of Coniston’ or a circular route 
around ‘Coniston Water’, but we decided 
to leave the decision until the morning.  
We headed back to camp for a nice 
relaxing sleep, to the sound of rain on the 
tents.

Sat 25th June.

Saturday morning came in much the same 
way as we had left Friday night – Rain.  
My new Black’s Constellation Lupus had 
stood up well to the constant soaking, but 
Colin’s supermarket special had started to 
seep.  It was time to erect the event 

shelter for protection from the rain so we 
could prepare the breakfast and also add 
an extra degree of protection to the 
leaking tent, which was now strategically 
placed under the shelter (Tent in a Tent).  

Now, with somewhere to get out of the 
rain we were once again joined by the 
locals, so breakfast was cooked while we 
performed the ritual slapping dance.  
Once we were all fed, we discussed the 
route options for the day and let the future 
HMC members make the decision.  They 
had come to go up a mountain, so that 
was set.

The rain had stopped and we hit out 
direct from the campsite.  I had shown 
Morgan the route on the map up to the 
Walna Scar Road then passed the map to 
him.  It was time for him to start to map 
read.  We started by taking the bridleway 
towards the Lancashire Climbing & 
Caving Club Hut, before crossing Torver 
Beck at the footbridge and gaining the 
footpath.  I kept asking Morgan where we 
were to see if he had been thumbing the 
map and picking out handrails, which he 
did.  

Morgan taking the Lead.

We approached the old quarry with a 
rather lame excuse for a fence, so 
decided to take a closer look, only to find 
that it had quite a magnificent waterfall 
cascading down into it, 

Farther & Son.

ohh and a sheep that had taken up deep 
water soloing and failed.

RIP

Regaining the path and continuing our 
onward journey towards Walna Scar 
Road, we came across a bedraggled 
looking bunch of four walking towards us.  
On reaching us they enquired if the path 
we had just come up would return them to 
Coniston! too which the reply was no.  
Noting there attire (Trainers, Jeans) and 
there equipment, or lack of (No 
Rucksacks, Map or Compass), we 
pointed them towards the correct path 
that would return them to Walna Scar 
Road and Coniston.

After crossing Walna Scar road we 
swapped and I took up the role of 
navigator.  The cloud kept blowing in 
thick, heavily laden with moisture that 
kept us nicely damp, but never to the 
point of saturation.  We followed the well 
defined path round to Goats Water, it was 
very eerie, we had came round out of the 
wind and not a sound could be heard 
apart from the tramping of our boots,  the 
water was still and we could only see a 
couple of feet from the edge.  The cloud 
reflected on the mirror like surface of the 
water giving the effect that this was a vast 
body of water almost endless. We 
decided that it was time to gain some 
shelter for a lunch stop, and huddled 
together behind a boulder. 

While having lunch Morgan asked me 
“Will we meet anyone else, as it’s more 
fun with a bigger group” to which I replied 
“Maybe”, but alas we were not to meet 
another HMC member all day, apart from 
Elvin as we passed the hut on our way 
into Coniston, but we did play mountain 
leapfrog with another group.  I am unsure 
if the leap frogging was un-intentional as 
when we reached Goats Hawse we were 

http://www.lancashirecavingandclimbingclub.co.uk/home/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=73
http://www.lancashirecavingandclimbingclub.co.uk/home/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=73
http://www.lancashirecavingandclimbingclub.co.uk/home/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=73
http://www.lancashirecavingandclimbingclub.co.uk/home/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=49&Itemid=73
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LOREM ORCI
asked if we could confirm their position, 
which they had identified correctly, at least 
this group had the equipment, they just 
needed a bit of reassurance.

The other group set off again and we 
watched as they quickly disappeared into 
the thick engulfing cloud.  We checked our 
route and decided to head straight for the 
ridge path.  I decided that this would be a 
good opportunity to practise pacing, which 
to my surprise I was only 6 paces out.  
While on our route to the ridge line we saw 
the group returning along the path that 
contours to the summit, “You already been 
to the Summit” Colin retorted, “No, we 
were unsure so we came back to follow 
you” came the reply.

Summit Bagged

The summit was bagged and the descent 
was started, back down to Coniston.  Our 
route took us through the old mine 
workings, which we all found interesting 
and inspiring, imaging how the miners 
worked in the conditions. 

Kids Enjoying Exploring.

During the descent we came to a merger of 
paths, and once again we met the other 
group.  The paths were not shown on the 
map, so we stood and pondered.  I felt sure 
I had a good idea of our position, but the 
lack of visual marker’s, caused me to doubt 
myself (I shouldn’t have), then like rescuers 
appearing in the mist, another party of 
walkers arrived, so we consulted them and 
we were at 276,982 and the additional path 
just led you to the edge of ‘Low Water’.  
Happy in the knowledge that we were 
where we expected we carried on.  The 
kids explored the old workings and the 
group that we had been leap frogging 
carried on their descent.  We approached 
‘Crowberry Haws’ and I jested with Colin 
that I bet the other group had followed the 
more distinct path heading southerly 
instead of the less distinct path heading in 
an easterly direction.

We slowly broke through the cloud cover to 
views of Coniston Water directly ahead, on 
the opposite side of ‘Fall Levers Beck’ we 
could see the terraced row where the hut 
was, but our plan was to get to Coniston 
and Bus it back to ‘Torver’ so we could 
change and meet the rest of the rabble at 
the hut but our plans were scuppered, no 
BUS, so we tried for a Taxi, no TAXI.  We 
mulled over the options, we decided that 
Colin would head back up to the hut with 
the kids, while I ran back to ‘Torver’ to 
collect clean cloths and the van.

Thirty minutes later I arrived at the bottom 
of the lane leading to the campsite, to my 
amazement 2 of the group who we had met 
earlier were there, quick chat with them 
confirmed that the jest I had with Colin had 
become reality, they had taken the wrong 
path.  With the stuff collected, it was a 
short drive back to Coniston to meet the 
others, after a nice refreshing shower it was 
time to for a nice big portion of Chilli & 
Rice.  The evening went fast and by 10:00 
with the kids flagging we headed back to 
camp to lay our heads.

Sun 26th June.

Awoke Sunday morning, not to the gentle 
sound of rain, but to the sounds of nature! 
Full on Baa’s and tweets.  It was light, but 
what time was it?  I found my phone to 
check the time.  What the.....! It’s only just 
gone 04:00 Hrs.  After 2 Hours of trying to 
return to a slumber I gave up and got up.

No one else was stirring, I made a brew and 
took in the stillness before starting the 
morning breakfast dance.  During breakfast 
we discussed the days options, and 
decided on having an attack at ‘Jakes 

Rake’ as discussed the previous night.  
Breakfast complete, it was time to break 
down camp.  This was done in much the 
same way as breakfast had been cooked! A 
lot of waving, flailing arms and slapping.

We arrived at the national trust car park by 
Stickle Barn at about 11:30 and set off, by 
half way up Stickle Ghyll, it was evident that 
we would not have time to complete the 
route that we had planned,

Colin & Josh Crossing Stickle Ghyll.

so at the Tarn it was time to fill up with food 
and pointing out the scramble line to the 
kids with a promise that the next visit to the 
Lakes with half decent weather we would 
add this to the kids tick list of routes 
conquered.

We retraced our steps down, still satisfied.  
Again we had not met another single HMC 
Member, well  not at least not until a return 
visit to Knutsford services, when we 
bumped into Stef & Harry

Another great weekend !

Mark

!!!!!!!!!! As a further Note, for participating in 
‘The Vale of Belvoir Bike Ride’, ‘Team 
Cressall’ that consisted of employees from 
Cressall Resistors and friends managed to raise 
£1485:00 for ‘The British Heart Foundation’.! 
We would like to say a huge THANK YOU to 
everyone who made a donation.

Claire E has mooted a 
club backpacking trip for 
a few days Anyone 
interested get in touch 
with her.
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Brian C 
Monday 6 June
Sarah and I visited Stanage (that well 
known Torridonian crag pronounced 
Stanaghe Edghe)
Lovely sunny afternoon. 
Routes climbed:
Christmas Crack HS 4b *** (Sarah/
Brian)
Manchester Buttress HS 4b *** 
(Brian/Sarah)
Velcro Arete S 4b (Sarah/Brian)
Toggle HS 4b (Brian/Sarah)
Button Wall VD (Brian/ Sarah)
Also went to Stanage, Crow Chin, on 
Sunday 5 June when we got rained 
off . However still managed to get 3 
routes in:
October Crack D ** (Sarah/Brian)
October Slab HS 4b ** (Brian/Sarah)
Kelly's Eliminate HS 4a ** (Brian/
Sarah)

Stacey
Right, it's been a while since I posted 
in HMC route book, thought I had 
better get it up to date.

Most weeks sees us out climbing 
with various different people at 
various different crags. I haven't 
named all those that attended, just 
the ones I climbed with. 

26/Jun/11 - Wintour's Leap - Stacey, 
Chris and John L.

Butterfly VS 4c * Stacey p1, chris p2 
The Split VS 5a * Chris p1, Stacey p2, 
(2nd pitch much harder than 1st 
pitch)
Swallow's Nest VS 4c ** John p1, 
stacey p2, Chris followed
19/Jun/11 Standing Stones - Stacey, 
Chris
Laybackadaisical VS 4b Chris/Stacey 
Pocked Wall VS 4b ** Stacey /Chris
Twin Crack Corner VS 4b *** Stacey/
Chris
Touch of Spring S 4a * Chris/Stacey 
12/Jun/11 Yarncliffe Quarry 
- Becky, Stacey
Ant's Crack S 4a * Becky/stacey
Angular Climb HVD Becky/stacey
Outdoor Centre Route HVD Stacey/
Becky (In the rain
21/May/11 Bosigran - Stacey, Lee P
Oread VD lee p/stacey
Alison Rib D * Lee p P1, stacey p2
27/May/11 Sennen - Chris, stacey
Demo Route HS 4b *** Chris p1, 
Stacey p2
Corner Climb VD * Stacey/Chris
Civvy Route HS 4b Stacey p1, Chris 
p2

10/Apr/11 Roaches Skyline - Barra, 
Stacey, Chris
Condor Slab VS 4c ** Barra/stacey
Cracked Arete HS 4b Stacey/Chris
Time to be Had HVD * Stacey/Chris
False Chicane VD Stacey/Chris
26/Mar/11 Stanage Popular - Stacey, 
Becky, Chris
Bishop's Route S 4a *** Stacey/Becky
April Crack HS 4b *** Stacey/Becky 
Hollybush Crack VD *** Stacey/
Becky/Chris

Sarah and Brian, 
Sunday 3 July

Bamford 
A good day out with 6 other hmc 
members (Will let them post their 
routes)
Routes climbed :
Bamford Buttress HS 4a * Sarah/
Brian
Bamford Wall S 4a ** Brian/Sarah
Wrinkled Wall VS 4c ** Brian/Sarah
Hot and sunny day and good 
company.

Spent a good week in the Duddon 
valley with Sarah's daughter Miri 
joining us for the break. Stayed in 
cottage just below Wallabarrow Crag

Monday . After very little sleep the 
Sunday night (we were kept awake 
by the farmer's cockerel) we were 
awoken some time around 10am by 
a merry party from Coniston 
consisting of Rich, Claire H, Steve P 
and Brian K . Finally made the 5 
minute walk up the crag later in the 
morning...

Routes led:

Thomas . Severe.** Brian/Sarah 
(Brian led both pitches)
Digitation MVS 4b ** Alt. Lead (Sarah 
P1, Brian P2 )

Spent good remainder of the week 
climbing 

Trinity Slabs VD ** Alt lead and
spending 2 days doing long walks 
over mountains and dales, one dossy 
day doing nothing except celebrate 
Brian,s birthday) returning Saturday.

Tim N
past couple of weeks lots of 
bouldering and some evening 
cragging after work and a brilliant 3 
day weekend trip to the west 

highlands. wont put down everything 
but routes of most interest. 

thu 30th june with matt reeve. 
paladin e3,6a white ghyll. alternate 
lead. 
a wild route taking a big 
overhanging groove through the 
overhangs of the upper crag, 
actually harder than i though it 
would be, very little bridging, never 
too hard but very sustained. pumped 
out of my little mind, but just 
managed to cling on and get the 
lead clean. 

with a decent forecast john crook, 
will sim, timmy elson and me headed 
up to glencoe for 3 days climbing 
and camping. all routes are given 4 
stars in smc guides apart from the 
bloody crack which is given 3, (not 
that i agree with a 4 star system.) 

sat 2nd july. slime wall, the 
buachaille. climbing with will. 

shibboleth with the true finish e2,5c 
alternate lead. 170m, 7 pitches at 
4a,5c,5a,5b,5a,5c,5b an incredible 
route on the best cliff ive climbed 
on. the route i wanted to do most in 
scotland and it didn't disappoint in 
any way. as gary latter's guidebook 
says best route of its grade on the 
planet; slightly tongue in 
cheek...maybe
after that did bludgers/bloody crack 
link up at e1,5b in 2 very long 
pitches. 

sun, 3rd. etive slabs. again alternate 
lead with will. the long reach e2,5b, 
220m at 5b,5b,5a,5b,5b,5b,5a. 
sustained serious and completely 
different to anything ive climbed 
before. at times huge fall or rather 
slide potential. brilliant climbing, 
very memorable. 

mon,4th. ben nevis, the minus face. 
timmy had to leave which left john 
will and me. Minus one direct e1,5b. 
300m. (with serendipity and arete 
variations) 10 pitches at easy,4b,4c,
5b,5b,4c,5b,4c,4b,easy. block 
leading. 
the route takes the buttress between 
minus 1 and 2 gullies. quite a long 
route, very good climbing, really nice 
to be climbing on that face in the 
summer. brings you out on the 2nd 
platform of the ne buttress, soloed 
up that to finish at vdiff ish. 

THE ROCK ROUTE BOOK
A compilation of routes entered on the Forum Since May 2011. There is no editing or corrections of items posted.
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Ian B

Just got back from 5 days in the Peak 
with my friend James. Climbed until 
1-2 in the moring with head torches 
most nights, sleeping in Robin Hood's 
Cave. Met up with two friends (dianne 
and carl) from Cov on the friday to get 
them climbing outdoors for the first 
time. Lots of climbing on top ropes, 
playing with gear and practising 
abseiling, before Carl's first trad lead 
on Bosun's Slab at Bamford on 
sunday :)Also met up with Gianluca at 
Bamford.

We managed to do about 35 routes, 
mostly easy leads at stanage popular 
end, plantation, bamford and burbage 
north and plenty of soloing. Personal 
highlights were climbing "Elbow Ridge" 
in the Winnats Pass and Flying Buttress 
in the dark. Would like to have tried 
more Severes, but just wasn't feeling it 
this week.
Tried out "Vertical Chill" - the indoor 
ice wall at the Ellis Brigham store in 
Covent Garden yesterday. Well worth a 
visit if you're in the area - £35 for kit 
hire and instuctor if you've done it 
before.

Steve P

BASLOW - THURSDAY 14TH JULY

Gaeme and I enjoyed a cool sunny 
morning, silently soloing and snacking 
on ripe Bilberries. Routes at Baslow are 
typically about 8m and most don’t 
take much gear so a mat is a good 
idea. Top-roping would be possible 
with lots of potential belays. The 
approach walk through a field of 
highland cattle had me wondering why 
I bought a bright red bouldering mat!

Cracked Wall HS 4a (2nd)
Curbar Cracks D (solo)
Corner Route D (lead)
Broken Buttress VD (solo)
Blocked Gully M (solo)
Shallow Rib VD * (solo)
Right Hand Gully D (solo)
Gully Wall Variation VD 4a (solo)
Gully Wall M (solo)
Stepped Groove M (solo)
Route 3.5 VD (solo)
Route 3 VD (solo)
Route 2 VD (solo)
Route 1.9 S 4a (solo)
Route 1.5 S 4b (solo)
Route 1 VD (solo)
Route 0 D (solo)
Quarry Crack HVD 4a (lead)
Laicifitra 2 S 4a (solo)
Second Hand Goods HS 4b (2nd)
Quarry Wall HS 4c (solo)

Grounded Bees VS 5a (solo)
Resurgence HVS 5b (solo)
Renaissance HVS 5b * (solo)

Stacey

Friday 15th July - Harborough Rocks - 
Evening climb!

Stacey, Mo, John Lewis and Kayleigh 
Lewis enjoyed an extremely (and 
surprisingly) pleasant evening at 
Harborough Rocks. I have been there 
before and been rained off both times, 
this evening we managed to continue 
climbing until we could no longer see 
the holds, got back down to the car 
then the rain came in... excellent 
timing. All routes were soloed, in 
addition to the routes mentioned we 
basically just climbed any bits of rock 
we thought looked climable and had a 
really good potter around, it was most 
enjoyable.

Introductory Wall D 
Overhanging Wall Variant VD *
Concave Wall HVD 4a *
Steeple Arete VD *
Little Arete D 
Bow Ridge VD 
Bow Corner HVD 
Bow Arete D 
Steep Ridge VD *
Little Gully D 
Adderley's Route D
The Furrow VD 
Little Diagonal VD 
Little Corner VD 
Little Little Crack VD 
Little Chimney M 
Chimney Arete VD 
Scooped Wall VD 
Desperation S 4a 
Trident Face VD *
Trident Groove VD *
Trident Arete VD *
Trident Obvers D

Also forgot last weeks poo effort... but 
it was Ramshaw Rocks afterall. 

Leeds Crack D Solo O/S
Battle of the Bulge VS 4b * Chris led, 
stacey second (nice route)
Corner Crack S 4a Stacey Led, Chris 
second

Then came the rain and the superb 
carvery in the pub!

Tim N

recently been to scotland again with 
some old friends, the east this time. it 
was quite showery at first so we were 
cragging on the inverness/aberdeen 

coast before the weather improved 
and we got into the hills. 

11th july at cummingston. 
green crack vs 4c second
diedre of doubt hvs 5a ** lead
diedre of double doubt e2 5b ** lead
right hvs 5b ** second
the prophet e2 5c ** lead
i-ching e3 5c * lead

12th july at logie head
cullenary delight vs 5a ** second
no hands crack e1 5b * lead
sunnyside up hvs 5a * second
holy ground e2 5c *** lead
dave's dilemma e1 5b * second
bladder wrack s 4b solo
sea urchin hs 4b solo

13th july at huntly's cave
dead tree wall vs 4c * second
double overhang hvs 5a *** lead
pete's wall e2 5c ** second
huntly's jam e2 5b * lead

14th july at shelter stone crag in the 
cairngorms
the needle e1 5b *** 270m alternate 
lead at 4b 5b 4a 5b 4c 5a 4c 5a 4a
the highlight of the week, a really 
varied classic route on a big cliff. 
fortunately got to lead the harder 
pitches. the second pitch was the crux 
with some bold and delicate climbing, 
the 4th was steep but with mostly 
good holds and the two 5a pitches 
kept you focused, one being the 'crack 
for thin fingers' and the other, 'the 
needle crack' a 30m offwidth corner of 
the same move over and over which 
was the highlight of the route (best 
appreciated afterwards). the final pitch 
'threading the needle' takes you 
through a chimney tunnel out onto the 
plateau. we had big grins on our faces 
at the top. a brilliant route.

Pete H

spent a week walking in Bulgaria with 
Adam H. Our base was in the town of 
Bansko, a ski resort between the Pirin 
Mtns. and the Rila Mtns. in the south 
west of the country.

4/7 Kutelo(2908m), Kutelo II(2907m), 
Vihren(2914m), Hvoynati Vrah(2635m) 
from the Vihren Hut. (Pirin Mtns.)
5/7 Polezhan(2851m), Strazhite
(2822m), Bezbog(2645m) from Bezbog 
Hut. (Pirin Mtns.)
6/7 Golyam Mermer(2589m) from Rila 
Monastery. (Rila Mtns.)
8/7 Albutin(2688m), Razioznki 
Suhodol(2570m), Kamenitsa(2726m) 
from the Yavorov Hut. (Pirin Mtns.)

THE ROCK ROUTE BOOK (CONT)
A compilation of routes entered on the Forum Since May 2011. There is no editing or corrections of items posted.
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9/7 Yuroushki Chal(2769m), Marishki 
Chal(2765m), Goyam Bliznak(2779m), 
Malak Bliznak(2777m), Musala
(2925m)- the highest peak in the 
Balkan peninsular, from the Granchar 
Lake Hut. (Rila Mtns.)

Stacey
24-07-2011

Climbed this weekend with Chris 
(feeling poorly), John and Mo. Went to 
Castle Naze, nice weather in the 
afternoon, a bit cloudy and breezy in 
the morning, but a few routes done 
between us.

The Fifth Horseman HVS 5a - John led, 
Stacey and Chris 2nd
The Nithin S 4a * - Stacey led, Mo and 
John 2nd
Studio HS 4b ** - John led, Stacey and 
Mo 2nd
No Name S 4b - Stacey led, Chris 2nd
Layback HVD - Stacey led, Chris 2nd
The Crack VS 4b *** - Chris led, Stacey 
2nd
Zigzag Crack HS 4b ** - Stacey led, 
Chris 2nd

Today working just off junction 28 of 
the M1 and thought it silly of me to 
not take up the opportunity for some 
outdoor climbing on my normal indoor 
climbing night. Pursuaded Barra to 
come up on his bike (not a lot of 
pursuading needed) and headed for 
wildcat where we did the following 
routes:

Tiger Route 1 VS 4c * did in 1 pitch, 
Barra led, Stacey followed
Manx VS 4b * Did in 1 pitch, Stacey 
led, Barra followed (previously 
seconded this route with Chris leading 
it, but don't really remember it that 
well)
Lynx HS 4b ** Barra led p1, I led p2.

All in all a great evening, managed to 
leave the crag with head torches on 
but still in tee-shirts as it was still 
pleasantly warm, although I will be 
paying for that with the mozzie bites 
that I now have. ;-)

Ian B

Back from a fortnight in North Wales 
with some friends. Managed to fit in a 
2 day REC first aid course (well worth 

doing) and 3 days of white water 
canoeing as well...

18th-
Tremadog with Nick and Lawrie. 
Lawrie wanted to practise some MIA 
rope work, so he lead Hail Bebe (Vdiff) 
and followed up trailing another rope 
to practise "learning to lead."

19th- 
Hollyhead Mountain:
- Primrose Hill (Vdiff) Nick Lead, I 
seconded
- Pigeon Hole crack (S4a) I lead, nick 
seconded. Ab to remove my VERY 
stuck cam.
- Hat (Vdiff) I lead, nick seconded

20th - 
Idwal Slabs:
- Tennis shoes direct start (E1 5b)
lawrie lead, nick and I seconded
- Tennis shoes (HS) Lawrie/me 
swapped leads, nick seconded
- Lazarus (severe) Lawrie lead, nick/
me seconded

21st- 
Met up with James, my usual partner 
in crime to go out and have some 
epics.

Tryfan Bach:
- zig zag (mod) james led, i seconded
- chimney crack (mod) james led, I 
seconded
- mossy slab (severe) I led, james 
seconded

Milestone Buttress (Tryfan):
- Pulpit route (Diff**)
I lead P1,3,4. Beware of "classic" 
routes! The guidebook says that many 
have struggled on P3, so naturally we 
did too. Started climbing late and 
ended up climbing in the dark on P4, 
with one head torch between us. Had 
to do a stacked ab down the gully with 
one head torch...

22nd-
Carreg Wastad:
- Crackstone Rib (s4a) Lawrie led, 
james and I seconded
- Skylon (HS 4b) Lawrie led, James and 
I seconded. Embarrasingly, we both 
fell on the crux move, in fits of 
laughter.

26th - 
Climbing with James again, linked 
together the Sub Cneifon Rib (Vdiff, alt 
lead) and the Cneifon Arete (diff). 

Brilliant routes, with a great view down 
the Ogwen Valley. Practised moving 
together along the arete. Soon baffled 
by "taking coils."

27th - 
James' last day in the UK, before 
moving out to Japan for a few years to 
do his masters. We decided to go and 
do something big as a send off...

-Grooved arete (Vdiff)on the east face 
of tryfan. Scorching hot weather and 
both knackered by the time we'd 
walked in. I led P1 and James swore 
his way up after me with the rucksack. 
James wanted to bail, but we decided 
to crack on provided that I lead 
everything and carried the bag. 
Topped out at sunset and got back to 
the car at 1am.
I don't think anyone has ever taken 
climbing less seriously, or climbed as 
badly as we have!

28th - 
Met up with Lawrie and his girlfriend 
sarah, as well as another aspiring MIA 
Joe, from the climber's club. Sarah and 
I were guinea pigs for them to practise 
their scrambling techniques on. We 
did wrinkled tower (SG3) on the west 
face of tryfan and practised lowering 
down a gully on the east face to get to 
the Heather Terrace and off.

Tracy

28/07/2011
Burbage North, Knights Move area:
Meg led Knights Move HVS5a, with 
complete composure and style, 
moving seamlessly through the crux 
as if it wasnt there....Ken seconded but 
with a conspicuous lack of style and 
composure.... enjoyed by both. Great 
climb fully meriting its 3 star status.

Tracy led The Grazer,VS4C,following 
Meg`s failure at the crux!

Ken led Ash Tree Crack, V Diff, and 
not really his cup of 
tea....apparently....he reckons its more 
HVS!?!?

Tim N

21st july. kilnsey, yorkshire. 
the bulgelette fr6b+ * lead
directissima fr6c *** second
kilnsey main overhang A1+ *** lead

THE ROCK ROUTE BOOK (CONT)
A compilation of routes entered on the Forum Since May 2011. There is no editing or corrections of items posted.
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highway 395 fr6c+ *** second with a 
rest
these days the main overhang is 
mostly swinging on bolts since its 
now a sport route (mandela), though 
to aid it needed to place a few cams 
and wires and a few moves on in situ 
pegs. pretty exciting position...

22nd july. gimmer, langdale.
whits end direct e1,5b *** second rpt
outside tokyo/dight e1,5b *** 
alternate lead
grand finale e1,5b *** alternate lead

23rd july. black crag, borrowdale. 
troutdale pinnacle superdirect hvs,5a 
*** alternate lead
raindrop e1,5b *** alternate lead
evening 24th july. white ghyll, 
langdale. 
white ghyll eliminate e2,5c ** 
alternate lead

evening 25th july. pavey, langdale. 
cruel sister e3,5c *** alternate lead. 
midgetastic

26th july. gimmer, langdale. 
samaritan corner vs,4b ** second rpt
spring bank e2,5c *** lead
f route vs,4c *** second rpt
equus e2,5c *** lead. a brilliant route
outside tokyo/dight e1,5b *** second 
rpt

27th july. black crag, wrynose
(langdale)
slipshod hvs,5a ** second rpt
the first touch e1,5b *** second rpt
monkey the needle hvs,5a ** solo rpt
glass slipper e2,5b *** second rpt
ann's agony hvs,5b ** lead
jolly roger hs,4b * solo
sharp as glass s,4a ** solo descent rpt
yellow fever e2,5b *** second rpt
4 day pembroke road trip:
29th july
st govan's east
first blood e2,5c *** lead, one fall off 
crux :(
brave new world e4,6a *** second, 
clean :)
stennis ford, east face
n'butabit fr5 s1 * dws
clean ass fr6b+ s1 * dws
godliness fr6a s1/2 ** dws
newton head
bonobo arete fr5 s0/1 * dws
world of bonobos fr6c+ s1 ** 
dws...incredible
30th july
porth-y-ffynnon
chinon hvs,5a ** second
shiraz e1,5b ** lead
the crack vdiff ** solo
slab recess s,4a * solo

rising damp diff * solo
apex arete vdiff * solo
porth-clais
red wall s,4a ** solo
carreg-y-barcud
kitten claws e3,5c *** lead
barrel zawn
snake pass fr6b+ so * dws
barrel traverse fr6c so *** dws
student grant fr5 so dws
mouse claws fr6b so ** dws
true blue fr4+ s0 ** dws
private dancer fr5 * so dws
hippy fr4+ so * dws
31st july mother carey's, blind bay 
(the alien cave)
alien world/blind vision e3,5c *** 
alternate lead at 5a,5c,5c,5c,5a. 
a day that was never far from turning 
into an epic. it was raining so we 
decided a cave would be ideal (turned 
out not). an abseil and wade approach 
at low tide got us in. once on the 
route the tide completely committed 
us to completing the route unless we 
abbed into the sea which was pretty 
choppy below us. the first 4 pitches 
were completly covered in grease. lots 
of aid was used by us both on the 3 
5c pitches. plenty of loose rock, i 
spent about 2 hours at one hanging 
belay which was covered in bird crap, 
one belay had an in situ vomiting bird. 
8 hours later even though the route 
was only 50m long we were out, 
stinking and covered in grease. i don't 
think it see's too much traffic, only 
one other nutter's logged it on ukc. 
1st august. mowing word. 
chimes of freedom e2,5b *** second
heart of darkness/new morning e1,5b 
*** alternate lead. one of the best 
routes i've done. 
5th august. craig bwlch y moch, 
tremadog
the plum e1,5b *** lead
meshach hvs,5a ** alternate lead
vector e2,5c *** alternate lead

Mike FG
July 10th
Colin A, Josh, Dave G, Mike G.
A Day of Wind, Stunning Views and 
cheesy rock at Cleeve Hill & Castle 
Rock:
Beginners Chimney (Diff) Mike Lead, 
Josh & Colin Second; Colin FIRST LEAD 
EVER, Dave Second
Short Crack (HS 4b) Mike (top rope)
Right Crack (V Diff *) Mike Lead, Colin 
Second

Various other bits of messing about 
on top rope by all.

Note that Cleeve Hill routes are on 
horrid, unstable, crumbing rock which 

where it is solid is very polished. 
Castle Rock is better quality but 
polished holds and many E + routes. 
Well done to Colin for his First lead 
though it was a fairly un pleasent Diff 
as they go.
Stacey

Sunday 8th August
 Secret Stanage Stacey, Chris, Mo, 
Barra, Nic, Nick, Lee P, Matt, John L.

Although the rain managed to hold off 
for the entire day, it was very cold and 
windy at times, but I think because of 
the cold and wind, it encouraged you 
to get climbing more. All in all, a good 
day.
Cracked Wall Direct Start HVS 5a 
Chris led, stacey 2nd
Creepy S 4a * Stacey led, chris 2nd
Cringe VS 4c 
Chris led, stacey 2nd
Crawly VD * Stacey led, chris 2nd
Creepy Crawly HS 4b 
Dissuader HS 4b 
Chris led, stacey 2nd
Persuader VS 4c 
Chris led, stacey 2nd
Broken Buttress VD ** Stacey led, chris 
2nd
Broken In VS 5a Stacey led, chris 2nd
Pseudo Intellectual Claptrap HS 4a 
Stacey led, chris 2nd
Wednesday 3rd August - Baggy Point, 
Croyde, Devon
Freddie HS 4b Chris led, stacey 2nd
Ben S 4a * Stacey led, chris 2nd
Marion HS 4b * Stacey led, chris 2nd
Midnight Cowboy HVS 5a ** Chris led 
1st pitch and 2nd pitch of sexilegs as 
we couldnt find the 2nd pitch of 
midnight cowboy.... he also managed 
to throw away our green peanut.... I'd 
have sent him to fetch it but the tide 
came in. :-)

THE ROCK ROUTE BOOK (CONT)
A compilation of routes entered on the Forum Since May 2011. There is no editing or corrections of items posted.

From Chairman Dave

Colin Amaral's first lead was done 
on a fairly intimidating route, 
which ,although technically 
straighforward, was seriously loose 
and crumbly, and required a cool 
head.!This was Bishops Cleeve crag. 
I've never pulled out and put back 
bigger pieces of rock - stacked 
dinner plates - and Friends were 
likely to expand into the crumble. 
Before we here cries of! 'what the 
hell were you doing letting him 
loose on that', there were a couple 
of solidly jammed blocks that made 
it justifiable. Nonetheless a very 
bold first crack at the outdoors. 
Well done.
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It is hard to 
believe 4 
years have 
passed since 
i was asked 
if i would 
stand as 
president. I 
have to say 
it has been 
a privilege 
and a 
honour.As a 
founder 
member of 
this fantastic 
club i have 
seen ups 
and downs 
but what 
has been 
my 
overriding 
feeling is 

the club has offered me lifelong friendships some 
magnificent achievements and a hell of a lot of FUN. As 
i see it the club over the past few years has grown in 
stature, numbers and with some memorable 
mountaineering achievements.
Just this passed 4 years for example Lee,s solo ascent 
of Mont Blanc his winter ascents of the Pumpkin along 
with Kev turner and young Tim Newton also done was 
Vanishing Gully on The BEN  both grade 5.Pete 
Humpreys for his mega walk in the Lakes taking in all 
the 3,000 ft peaks in one go and then his incredible 
personal journey and recovery from the illness that left 
him paralysed.
Of particular pleasure was Megan and Ken Whytes 
ascent of the Cosmiques Arete  on the Midi and their 
subsequent ascent of Mont Blanc du Tacul They are 
now more than able to do an ascent of Mont Blanc as 
and when they are next out there.Brian G ascent some 
50 years after his first ascent of the Cioch on Skye
Last years fantastic effort by a good number of 
members of the Welsh 3,000.Yes mountaineering is 
alive and flourishing in our club with members 
continually pushing themselves Becky ,Claire Tim Tracy  
on rock The Saga Louts out walking regularlt thanks to 
an incredible John T and Stuart. Winter mountaineering 
also has seen some notable walks and climbs,  i could 
go on.
All the above  in a number of cases could not have 
been achieved if it was,nt for the amount of support, 
encouragement and giving up of members own time 
which i feel is the continued key to HMC success.
And finally a word in support of our next President  Mr 
Ian Edwards. Ian without doubt has HMC in his blood 
he has in my opinion done more than most to ensure 
the club,s success and i have no doubt he will continue 
to do so in his new role. Thank you to Stef, the 
Committee friends.
 and club members who have given me support these 
past 4 years
Harry Pell

PRESIDENTS 
RAMBLINGS 
Aug 2011

Back in September 
1985, Sue & myself 
joined the club. The 
first night we went 
along to The Holywell, 
we met John Trow, who 
invited me along the 
following Sunday for a 
walk in The Peak. It 
turned out that John 
and a few others were 
training for the Derwent 
Watershed. For 
anybody who doesn't 
know it's one of the 
classic Peak District 
endurance walks, 40 
miles over Derwent & 
Howden Edges, 
Bleaklow, Kinder, Mam 
Tor and Win Hill with 
only 3 road crossings. 
We did a “training walk” 
of about 21 miles and 
Trowie, then aged 57 
was in his prime. I was 
only 32 and wrecked. 
There was a guy called 
Dennis who bitched and 
moaned all the way, 
telling John he should 
never have invited “a 
newcomer” on their 
training walk. I felt very 
awkward and wondered 
whether this bunch 
were for me. John Trow 
couldn’t apologise 
enough and insisted we 
keep coming and stick it 
out.
I’m so glad we did too. It turned out that there was indeed a 
brilliant bunch of like-minded people. Within a couple of months I 
was on the committee and we were out practically every weekend 
doing stuff. Thank you John.
Since ’85, we’ve made some great friends, the club has grown in 
both numbers and activities and our members have been to some 
fantastic places: Wales; the Lakes; Scotland; The Alps; America; 
The Himalayas; S America; New Zealand… the list goes on.  It’s 
also fair to say we’ve had the odd numpty join as well, but I guess 
every club does. Fortunately, they always seem to disappear 
(including Dennis, bless him).
What we do have is a fantastic bunch of people, doing fantastic 
stuff and I’m just proud to be part of it. I know when new people 
come along we always welcome them and try and involve them 
from the off. Thanks to everyone for making the club such a 
success. Thanks also for voting me in as President. I’ve got a lot of 
hard acts to follow, and I hope I can live up to expectations. See 
you at the Presidents Meet.  Ed

President Ed...and a deer friend
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Nathan
Family trip to the Lakes, staying in 
Coniston.

31 May 2011. Family ascent of the 
Old Man of Coniston. Up through the 
old quarry workings in drizzle to a 
cloudy summit then on to Brim Fell 
as the skies cleared and the sun 
came out. Eleanor's (6 yrs) 2nd and 
3rd 2000 footers by her own effort. 
Down via Goats Water whilst Nicky 
did a detour to Dow Crag.

2 June 2011. On my own to tick off 
some of my remaining Lakes 2000 
foot Nuttalls. Round to Wasdale, 
parked at Greendale. Seatallan, 
Haycock, Little Gowder Crag, Caw 
Fell, Iron Crag. 11 miles and 3,800 
feet - virtually no paths (but plenty 
of peat bogs) and only one other 
walker (on Haycock). Who says the 
Lakes are crowded!

Tuesday 31 May - Andy T and Ruth 
in Cornwall 

Had a fab day on the South-West 
Coastal Path right from door of the 
B&B we were staying at. Walked north 
along the cliff-top on a very windy 
morning to Bude and stopped for tea 
and cake at the Castle by the sea-
front. 
Getting going again we found the old 
canal and followed this in the sun 
and light breeze on the towpath until 
it petered out at the River Neet and 
led to....another tea-room! After a 
superb Cornish cream tea (with 
ginger scones) we hauled ourselves 
up and carried on across country 
through recently planted woodland 
to Widemouth Bay and a enjoyable, 
hilly walk back along the Coastal Path 
to the B&B. Thoroughly enjoyed the 
hot-tub at the B&B after the 9 miles

Steve P
Monday 6th June - Solo!

The Grange Route (National Forest)
http://www.nationalforest.org/visit/
images...dfs/grange_walk.pdf

A 14 mile circular route from 
Snibston Discovery Park. In brilliant 
sunshine and new boots. This route 
shows Leicestershire at its best, 
worst and most indifferent. Setting 
out across pleasant farmland, taking 
in one of the smallest churches still 
in use and Donnington Le Heath 
Manor House, one of Leicestershire's 
oldest buildings (tea rooms!).
Crossing the route of the first public 
railway (c1832), Billa Barra is framed 
by the M1, a quarry and the 

industrial sprawl of white roofed 
units to the East of Coalville. The 
path around the quarry is a pleasant 
surprise with trees offering shade 
and various view points overlook the 
workings.
The return leg takes in several 
villages and woodlands at varying 
stages of development. I even 
encountered a friendly farmer 
(previously presumed extinct).
All in all, a pleasant surprise and a 
route i will be revisiting later this 
year.
4hr25min

Pete H
Torridon Meet
Having climbed the big tops to the 
north of Glen Torridon on a previous 
visit, I explored the area towards 
Glen Carron.

Mon 30/5 Beinn na h-Eaglaise 
(736m), Beinn Damh (903m)
 Rain,hail,snow & sun,ie very cold. 
Interesting river crossings! Beinn 
Damh is an excellent viewpoint.
Thurs 2/6 Meall Dearg (646m)
Initially a reconnaisance of the fords 
following the  previous days gale, I 
managed to find a clag free top 
by a circutious route.
Fri 3/6 Beinn Liath Mhor (926m), 
Sgorr Ruadh (962m) A great day 
without need for diversions. I even 
passed a  mountain biker, but he was 
pushing his bike at the time. 9 & a 
quarter hours(Annat to Annat).
Sat 4/6 Maol Chean-dearg (933m), 
An Ruadh-Stac (892m) An even 
better day with clear views to Eigg, 
Rhum, Skye &  the Outer Hebrides. 
The scramble up & down An Ruadh-
Stac was a perfect finish to the week. 
11 hrs.round trip from the lodge.

Steve P
Coniston Meet

Saturday - a 
wet walk with 
Tim over 
Wetherlam 
and then a 
scree 
scramble 
contouring 
round to How 
Crags to see 
a very 
determined 
Becky and 
Duncan 
climbing up a 
veritable, 5.6 
miles. Soaked 
to the skin 
we returned 

to the hut and enjoyed a fantastic hut 
supper later in the evening.

Sunday - Coniston Old Man, Swirl 
How, Wetherlam circular route with 
Tim, Becky and Duncan, 7.2 miles 
followed by some solitary bouldering 
above Coniston.

Monday - Wallowbarrow, humid 
sunshine and midges at the foot of 
the crag made getting off the floor a 
matter of some urgency. Claire H 
climbed her first multi-pitch routes 
with Rich and Brian K helped me to 
lead my first multi-pitch VS. A 
refreshing dip in the stream 
afterwards before tea and biscuits 
with Brian and Sarah at the cottage 
made for a perfect day out.

Trinity Slabs VD ** Rich/Claire H
Wall and Corner VD * Steve/Brian K
Wall and Corner VD * Rich/Claire H
Digitation VS 4b ** Steve/Brian K

John B

Just completed The Lyke Wake Walk 
Sat 30th july with my cousin Andy, 
gps logged it as 38.9 miles stone to 
stone. We managed it in 15 hours 46 
minutes.

Mark H

Tuesday 9th August 

The Cobbler, Arrochar- Best looking 
mountain in Southern Highlands 
according to some. Ancestral home 
of the Creag Dubh club. Family 
acsent to North Peak (870m)from 
Ardgarten campsite via forestry and 
Allt a' Bhalachain to finish in East 
Corrie scramble and North Peak. 
Ben's first Scottish peak. Descent to 
Bealach a' Mhaim and retrace ascent 

Members Out and About 

A picture to fill a hole on this page, The Arete from the Aiguille du Midi, Chamonix

http://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nationalforest.org%2Fvisit%2Fimages%2Flocation%2Fpdfs%2Fgrange_walk.pdf&x=262582806.6
http://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nationalforest.org%2Fvisit%2Fimages%2Flocation%2Fpdfs%2Fgrange_walk.pdf&x=262582806.6
http://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nationalforest.org%2Fvisit%2Fimages%2Flocation%2Fpdfs%2Fgrange_walk.pdf&x=262582806.6
http://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nationalforest.org%2Fvisit%2Fimages%2Flocation%2Fpdfs%2Fgrange_walk.pdf&x=262582806.6
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From a virgin in Chamonix -
 stunned really - why didn't I go 40 years sooner. 
Fairly similar feelings to driving into Yosemite for 
the first time. Sitting at breakfast and seeing the sun 
suddenly break over Mont Blanc was at least equal to 
that sudden view of El Cap. A week was just too 
short - certainly for a first visit as it takes a bit of 
time to find your why around and get to realise how 
easy access is to some very good acclimatisation 
routes. The walking is obviously also world class. 
Cycling is limited, but anyone nipping over to 
Martigny and coming back over the Col de Forclaz 
would certainly have earned a Powergel.
Chairman Dave

Chamonix
Roger, Elvyn, Geoff, Kate, Dave D, Gian Luca, Ted, Carol, Dave G, Diane, Jez.
Chalet de Pelerins

A delightful Chalet with its own vegetable garden for our use, close to the centre of town and with the hospital and helicopter landing pad on 
the other side of the road. The camping site Ils de Barratts was on the other side where Carol and Ted  stayed before moving in to the chalet.
And looking upwards...Mont Blanc, when the weather was clear. The weather sadly was not up to expectations for most of the time, with a 
few wet days in the valley dumping loads of snow on the tops, it was estimated by those who had been up that nearly two metres (six foot) 
of snow.
None the less, everyone got out and about, some finding snow and rock climbing, others using the cable cars to get above the tree line to 
get some in walking . The Aiguille du Midi at 3842m was an obvious attraction being also in view from the chalet. Best, by getting off on the 
way back at the middle station at good walk was to made using the Grand Balcon Nord path to Montenvers with its spectacular view over 
the Mer de Glace. This walk was made by Geoff and Kate, then by Ted and Carol who met Dave and Diane en route. At Montenvers we all 
took the train back to town. On the north side of the valley, the Petite Balcon Sud and the Grand Balcon Sud paths were also used with visits 
to Le Brevent, with its herds of Ibex and Lac Cornu.
Apart from the the ascent of Gran Paradiso (page 11), Gian Luca and Elvyn also climbed the Cosmiques Arete.

La tente voleur francais

Lovely place that it is, France still has 
its crooks as Geoff and Kate found out 
as they were camping en route to 
Chamonix. In the middle of the night 
as Geoff slept, a thief, slashed the side 
of his tent and stole his car keys.
He woke up hearing the car being 
opened but was unable to get out of 

his tent quickly. The police were called, impressing Kate with their 
speed but the crook was gone along with passports money etc, kept 
in the car for safekeeping.
Daylight however brought good news, a local had spotted the slasher 
climbing over the camp fence and was able to grab the bags 
containing the missing stuff and returned them to Geoff and Kate.

Geoff and Kate and a few days later, I 
made the ascent of the Croix de Fer, The 

Cross of Iron. A peak that is in 

Switzerland, but accessible only from the 

French side. The start point being the 

Refuge at the Col de Balme, which sits 

more or less on the border between the 

two countries. A very narrow and I mean 

narrow path along a very narrow ridge 

leads to the Iron Cross at 2343m. Not 
much of a climb but exciting enough. 

Geoff said he saw a memorial plate at one 
spot marking where someone had fallen 

off, glad I didn’t see it. I didn’t see much 

anyway as it was very claggy until the 

Iron Cross when suddenly the mist 
cleared for a few moments allowing for a 

view into Martingny several thousand of 
feet and several miles away in 

Switzerland. The return to Carol, who 

wisely had refused to come any further, 
along the ridge took just as much care if 
not more as it was slightly downhill.
Back at the refuge Carol and I  had lunch, 

sitting in Switzerland watching lots of 
walkers obviously doing the Tour de 

Mont Blanc. The Croix de Fer ridge, 
Carol in the far distance and 
the Iron Cross at the summit.

right, Japanese women at the 
col on the TMB

Dinner, everyone cooked in turn for the whole group.

Mont Blanc (right) and the Aiguille du Midi 
seen from the Col de Balme on the final 
day..when the sun came out.

Ted
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Gran Paradiso Ascent – HMC -
21st July 2011.

by Dave D

Declining weather conditions seemed to aptly 
describe the first  week of the HMC trip to 
Chamonix.  

From arriving to mid 20 degree temperatures 
and clear skies on the Saturday, the weather 
steadily declined over the course of the 
following 3 days making any sort  of high 
altitude walking almost impossible.  Whilst 
the valley walk on the Sunday up to Lac 
Blanc gave us excellent weather conditions 
and a superb day out, the rain persisted all 
day Monday and forecast for the remainder 
of the week.  Following a trip up  the Aiguille 
du Midi (with about 20ft visibility) and a 
very wet valley walk up to the Mer De Glace 
Hotel by  Roger and Dave, it was determined 
that a plan was needed if any  sort  of Alpine 
experience was to be had.

A discussion at the Chalet on the Wednesday morning 
concluded that an alternative destination would give 
us better conditions, and a suggestion from Gianluca 
of a 2-day ascent of the Gran Paradiso (4061m) 
seemed to have all the ingredients for the adventure 
we were looking for.  We checked the weather 
conditions for the Valsavaranche area of northwest 
Italy and there was a weather window around 
Thursday afternoon/Friday morning.  This fitted with 
the time restrictions (I was due to fly back on the 

Saturday  morning) and gave us some time to prepare 
for the trip.  Gianluca made the arrangements in 
native tongue, and the Refugio Chabod had the 
required spaces available for us.  

An important part of the preparation was to 
familiarise myself with walking on a glacier and 

using ropes, prusiks etc.  As I had no previous 
experience with ropes, a trip up to the Glacier 
D’Argentiere was made by  me, Elvyn, Roger, 
Gianluca.  A quick cable car journey to the mid-
station and short walk to the glacier (very dirty at this 
altitude) was completed to the background rumblings 
of the occasional falling Serac.  The glacier gave the 
opportunity to equip  crampons and get roped up, and 
to get familiarised with moving together on a rope 
and manoeuvring through the terrain.

Dave
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The last cable car down from the glacier was boarded 
at 4.30pm and that was followed by a couple of beers 
in Chamonix and then back to the Chalet to prepare 
the kit for the trip into Italy.  

The plan was to set off late Thursday morning to arrive 
at the start of the walk for about 1pm, giving us plenty 
of time to ascend to the Refugio Chabod in time for 
evening dinner.  After attempting to build English/
French relations for the previous 4 days, I said my 
farewells to the young blonde mademoiselle in the 
Bread shop, and left  loaded up with a fair selection of 
pastries.  The car was filled with 
the said pastries, Gianluca’s 
Apples (!), axes, rucksacks, boots 
and crampons along with the four 
of us, and we set off towards the 
Mont Blanc tunnel.

Two hours after leaving the 
Chalet, we had still not entered 
the tunnel… instead choosing to 
sit in the car watching the rain 
coming down whilst the recovery 
services removed whatever it was 
that was blocking the tunnel. 
Eventually we entered, and 
subsequently exited the Mont 
Blanc tunnel where we were 
greeted with a remarkable 
contrast in conditions - blazing 
sunshine, no rain, no Kelham, no 
wind and clear skies.  The trip 
from the tunnel to Valsavaranche 
was made with usual Italian navigational efficiency 
whilst enjoying the views of the steep valley sides and 
large drop-offs.

The parking space for the hut sits in the valley floor at 
around 1870m and it was a short  ascent to the Refugio 
Chabod at around 2750m.  As we were slightly behind 
schedule, the ascent needed to be made as not to miss 
evening dinner but this was made uncomfortable by 
the fact that the ascent was via a steep zig-zag path 
through forest in very humid conditions. 

The hut was eventually  reached at around 5.30pm 
where we duly  donned communal flip-flops, stowed 
the ironmongery and boots in the basement and went 
to check out the sleeping arrangements.  The refuge 

can cater for 85 people and the room in which we were 
assigned held over 40 people in traditional 2-tier and 
alpine 3-tier bunks.  The arrangements were decided – 
Gianluca on the bottom, Dave in tier 2, Roger at 
altitude in tier 3 and Elvyn on the floor in a bed that 
too closely  resembled a coffin!  A quick bit of self 
surgery was carried out of the feet (Compeed and 
surgical tape sponsored by Elvyn) before a bit of rest 
and dinner at the second sitting of 8.15pm where three 
courses of a Bolognese antipasto, meat and mashed 
potato main and crème caramel pudding was enjoyed.

Sleeping in an HMC hut can be challenging enough, 
but in a mixed sex room, with various bodily emitted 
smells and noises and of many different nationalities – 
most of whom can’t whisper, made this particularly 
challenging.  The alarms were set for 4am and I 
surprisingly slept quite soundly until the 3am rustle of 
the early  risers but, admittedly, a rucksack can not be 
packed quietly.  After eating the supplied breakfast 
consisting of tea, cereals, toasted bread and biscuits, 
with a few extras packed into the rucksack for later, 
we eventually departed the Refugio Chabot at around 
5am destined for the summit.  

As we set off, the glacier and summit could just be 
made out through the darkness, and the head torches 
from the line of early starters could be seen flashing 
about in the distance.  The ascent was quite easy 
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through to the start of the snowline, whereby  we then 
fixed crampons and roped up.  It was then down to 
weaving our way up - axe in hand - through the 
Ghiacciaio di Laveciau glacier, following the steps of 
those who had managed not  to fall into anything, and 
onto the saddle meeting the route from the Refugio 
Vittorio Emanuelle II.

Whilst others in the party seemed to be taking things 
in their stride, I was suffering at  this stage.  A spell of 
dizziness set in each time I looked towards the summit 
and the rest breaks were becoming more frequent.  
The encouragement from the rest of the party  (along 
with several Italian phrases that I assumed meant “take 

all the time you need, I don’t mind waiting”) got me 
towards the summit step-by-step.

The approach to the summit was very busy and the 
clear skies meant that we could see the crowds of 
climbers approaching and departing.  The snow was 
un-compacted and powdery and the effort required 
with each step increased, but slowly  we got beyond 
the 4000m mark and made our way into the rocky 
outcrop at the summit.

Moving over icy  rock, in a queue of people, wearing 
crampons, at 4000m, feeling dizzy and shattered and 
lacking the climbing skills required, meant that I 
called it a day  about 3m below the summit.  This is 
where I clipped into a fixed loop  and watched the 
others precariously make there way along a 
particularly exposed section and onto the summit.  I 
was quite happy as from this vantage point  I could 
clearly  see the mountain ranges of Italy, France and 
Switzerland stretching out into the distance.

Once the novelty  of hugging a cold white statue of 
the virgin Mary had worn off, the summit party 
returned and the attention then turned to getting back 
across the glacier before it had seen too much Sun.  
We again roped up and made a reasonably  rapid 
descent with more Italian encouragement. The 
descent was largely  without incident and the 
crevasses that we had passed through (and over!) in 
semi-darkness could now be seen much clearer.

Following a quick lunch of soup and pasta at the 
Refugio Chabod, a hasty  further descent was made 
down to the car, we packed up and returned to 
Chamonix to a hearty  meal prepared by the 
remaining HMC members. Dave D

Gian Luca with the Virgin Mary at the Summit
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Unashamed Munro bagging.

Ted and Carol

June, 21  Southern Cairgorms.
It was already raining as we Bongo’ed 15 
miles up the one way glen  to the camp site 
at Glendoll at the end of Glen Clover for 
our first overnight stop only to find that 
the camp site marked on the map was 
closed, taken over by the Boys Brigade. To 
be fair to the Scots, 15 miles back there was 
a big sign indicating the closure and 
repeated before we joined the single track 
road to the end. There is a bunkhouse attached to the Clova 
Hotel (£17 per night) 5 miles before the end, but nowhere for a 
Bongo. We pressed on, or rather backwards for a while, to the 
Braemar  camp site. A wet evening drink at at The Ivercauld 
Arms Hotel was interesting as it was full of coach trippers 
doing the Highland Tour. Many, men and women were dressed 
to the nines, more suited to the West End of London, me 
thinks. Carol and I were.also dressed up, Boots , wooly hats and 
cags. The beer was crap!

June 22. The easiest Munros, 
starting at 2000ft from the Glen 
Shee Ski Centre car park. I had 
bagged the western side hills on a 
previous visit.
Going east,  only  1500 ft of 
ascent  along good but worn path 
to Glas Maol,  3503ft, and then 
south along the ridge to Greag 
Leacach  3238ft, descended 
from here to the burn leaving us 
with the unusual position of being 
1000ft BELOW the car park.  A 
easy going ridge northwards, 
complete with a modern bothy, 

complete with tables, chairs , a gas fire and visitors book gave a 
break before finishing 500ft ABOVE the car park. A pleasant 
easy day.

Having moved out of the camp site, bumped into a couple of 
guys in the Braemar chip shop in the evening who 
recommended a good parking spot  to park up the Bongo a few 
miles down the road for the night. This we  did, fantastic views 
across to the Cairngorms across the Dee.

June 23.  Staring lower down the valley on the Braemar side, 
ascended Cairn an Turic,  3343ft, on through boggier ground 
to Tolmont, 3143ft overlooking "Jocks Road" in the next glen 
and the Lochnagar range. More bog on the way to Tom 
Buidhe , 3139ft and back to the road via the stoney peak  
Cairn of Claise, 3490ft. A boggy day under foot, both 
decided we needed new boots. Dry overhead. Met two people 
and a dog all day.

Moved to  Ballater a few miles past Balmoral Castle, good camp 
site five minutes from the town centre. Visited the old railway 
station where Queen Victoria and subsequent monarchs  
arrived. Now disused there is an interesting museum complete 
with Victoria’s royal carriage and her private loo still in the 
station buildings. Also timetables show that her train stopped  
at  Nuneaton and Shackerstone on the way to Scotland.

Worth a visit. Back at the camp site for the evening met Alan, 
the  chairman of the Mercia (Birmingham) Mountaineering 
club. He was not only Munro bagging but doing all the tops as 
well.

June 24. The Queens backyard if she is in Balmoral.   From  the 
Spittal of GlenMuick and level and good path took in the 
length of Loch Muick before ascending an excellent stalkers 
path to Broad Cairn, 3274ft, on to Cairn Bannoch, 3320ft. 
Good paths all the way to Cairn an t-Sagairt Mor, 3435ft, 
passing the wreckage of an aircraft on to Cairn a Coire 
Boidheach, 3667ft.  Lochnaghar , 3789ft, was to follow to 
finish another good day. Good sunny weather, lots of people 
about. A nice sight at the end of the day as we reached the car 
park was a family with two youngsters and a dog set off on a 
backpacking trip, all with back pacs including the dog.

June 25, A wet start so took a trip the flesh pots of Aviemore 
and a good view of the Ospreys at Loch Garten.
Parked up at the Linn of Dee car park for the night, £2 in a 
solar power ticket machine. Plenty of room for camper vans 
and a compost toilet. A few 
midges about, the first of the 
week. 

June 26. Another wet day. 
From the Linn of Dee car 
park, a five mile nearly level 
walk  took us to Derry Lodge 
before starting the  ascent 
through a feint path through 
the soaking wet heather bringing  us out of the treeline  onto a 
misty and boggy hillside. Finally with a bit of help from the 
compass we reached the summit of Beinn Bhreac, 3054ft. 
With the lag right down it was a compass route across two 
miles of really soggy boggy ground to Beinn a Chaorain, 

Ben Macdui from Carn a Mhaim

Osprey on  nest

Compost toilets, Linn of Dee car park

The Devils Penis (centre)
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Harry on his bike in the Highlands

For those in the club who enjoy 
cycling AND the Mountains the 
above mentioned ride must be 
attempted if in the area.Leaving the 
tiny village of Shieldaig on the 
shores of Loch Torridon I cycled 
down the A896 between the rolling 
hills either side of Loch Damh to the 
east and Loch Lundie to the west. 
Steadily rising up to to a height of 
123 mtrs above sea level I then had 
a pleasant decent back down to sea 
level at Tornapress with stunning 
views to my right of Beinn Bhan and 
the Coire na Poite. From Tornapress 
the cycling gradually steepens #with 
only a 200 mtre section that seemed 
remotely level over the Russell Burn. 
About half way up met with Dave G 
on his way back down having 
managed to get to the first hairpin 
but ran out of steam [not helped by 
passing cars] . He shouted 
encouragement #I didn,t #stop don,t 
think I would have got going again. 
About a mile from the start of the 

hairpins the road steepens a little 
more and having already engaged 

the last available gear 
started having 
thoughts of would I 
make it. Head down 
and some how kept 
managing to turn the 
wheels."Come on 
legs do your stuff" 
At last the hairpins 
and the only chance 
to have a look back 

down 
the way up to my 
right. Stunning. 
After the last 
hairpin the road 
begins to level out 
with a little rise just 
before the summit 
at 628 mtres above 
sea level. [From 
Tornapress to the 
summit is just short of 7 miles all 
uphill] After a 10mins rest a 
breathaking ride down to Applecross 
[sea level] some really tight bends so 
the breaks were white hot by the 
time I got to Applecross. The ride 
down from the top begins to open 
up views across to Skye which I 
didn’t see a great deal of due to 
needing my eyes firmly kept on the 
road. From Apple cross you ride up 
the west coast of the Peninsula with 
magnificent views of the Cuillins Old 
man of Storr and the #Quarang At 
Fearnmore on the northern tip of the 

Peninsula after a steep little rise I  
turned east with magnificent views 
of Loch Torridon to my left and the 
mighty summits of Alligan, Liathach 
and Bienn Eighe ahead of me #along 
with a number of other peaks in 
view. The single track road 
meanders along the northern 
shoreline with some steep little 
ascents and descents for the next 
12 miles or so. Unfortunately I had a 
headwind for this final bit which 
made the going tough at times.Just 

before my return to Sheildaig I rode 
up behind a Brian Gillit, walking 
down the middle of the road. 
Wondering how he got where he 
was on stopping to talk with him 
realised he had gone out climbing 
with Rich and Claire. On getting 
back to the car I,d managed to 
complete the ride in 3hrs 40 mins #a 
very memorable ride and day. After 
completing this 44miles I did feel like 
"The King of the Mountain"" # # # 
Harry

3549ft. Here the mist lifted somewhat allowing a steepish 
descent into Glen Derry to the west, back to Derry Lodge and 
then that five mile slog back to the car park. No wondered 
most people either cycled to Derry Lodge or backpacked 
there.

Next day, Not having learned our lesson, it was back up to 
Derry Lodge,and beyond for a further mile up to Luigbeg 
Bridge and the start of the Lairig Ghru, here we turned north 
to Carn a Mhaim,  3490ft  with a  good view of the Coran 
Bothy and  the Devils Penis, marked on the OS Map as the 
Devils Point, ( a deliberate mis translation of the Gaelic!) then 
a delightful narrow ridge downwards before a steep boulder 
ascent  to Ben Macdui, 4294ft, Britain's second highest 
mountain. Over 40 years since I last visited it. (With some of 
Pete Marston's crowd from that era). All that remained was the 
very long and tiring hike back to the Bongo. A good day with 
good weather.

Last night,  back to Ballater and dinner out at a newly opened 
curry house.
Ted

The Mountain Hare, or the Blue Hare. I now know why it is called 
the Blue Hare, apparently although as we all know it is white in 
winter, we saw one on the Buchaille in Glencoe in February, it 
turns brown in Spring, but goes bluey grey in the height of 
summer before returning to brown in autumn and then to white in 
winter. Although this one is brown, we did see quite a few in their 
summer pellage, thats the posh word for coat..
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BULGARIA

Early July found me sleeping rough at Gatwick airport in order to catch an early morning flight to 
Sofia. I was travelling with my son who recommended Bulgaria as an alternative to the Alps from a 
previous visit.
We hired  an old Land Rover Discovery for the week and drove south to the town of Bansko, a ski 
resort between the Pirin Mtns. & the Rila Mtns. A 4 x 4 is a must for negotiating most of the access 
roads to the mountain huts and avoiding several hours slog to get above the tree line. The first day was 
very overcast and our warm up walk included a visit to a brown bear sanctuary, set up for rescued 
performing bears. Seeing these captive bears in the forest did make us wonder what our chances were 
of encountering one in the wild. We found out a few days later!
By midweek we were due an easy day, so after lunch we set off carrying light sacs on a route up an 
easy mountain according to the map. The path had not seen much recent use and upon emerging at the 
treeline, we encountered chest high undergrowth, within minutes we heard a growl at close quarters, I 
froze and a young bear charged off in the opposite direction, I guess it wasn’t keen on my deodorant. 
Incidentally, the line on the map proved to be far from easy and we got back six hours later at 9pm.
Without boring anybody with unpronounceable names (try Hvoynati Vrah), we ascended 16 tops in 
the week including the high points of the Pirin (Vihren 2914m) and Rila (Mycana Moussala 2925m, 
commonly known as Musala) , the latter is the highest mountain in the Balkans and attracts crowds 
like Ben Nevis.
A word of warning, do not use a satnav in Bulgaria without checking a road map! Needless to say we 
did. We planned to climb Musala by the tourist route from the north which has the benefit of a chair 

lift to get you above the trees. The starting point was a couple of hours drive, so having set the satnav 
accordingly, we sat back looking at the world go by. We found ourselves on a long gradual ascent and half an hour later we ran out of tarmac. 
We were however now on our ‘fifty thou’ walking map of Musala and although on the wrong side of the mountain reckoned we could still 
climb it if the satnav showed us a drivable track up to a hut at 2200metres. At a steady 5 mph we covered a further 3 miles to the hut and 
bailed out for a glorious days walking in very hot weather. The sting in the tale occurred at the end of the day. We wanted to take the land 
rover over a nearby pass as instructed by the satnav to gain our booked accommodation as we had seen trail bikes coming over from the 
opposite direction. Two police sergeants sat drinking outside the hut and intercepted us as we drove past.
Having told them our plans, we were told ‘Boverets –  road closed’. No explanation was given, but I was not going to argue with an AK-47.  
Pete H

Comment from Ted
Bon Jour

We could usually tell the English abroad in Chamonix, 
in general they would pass by, heads down, no eye 
contact, no greetings,  whereas the French would 
always have a cheery “Bon Jour”,  The Spanish, “Hola”, 
the Italians “Buon Giorno”.  The Dutch of course (lots 
of them) would say “hello”

Even small children, not only in the mountains but on 
their own in the street would wish us “Bon Jour”. 

Have they not been told NOT TO SPEAK TO 
STRANGERS
Sadly our  political masters, the ‘elf and safety and 
child protection industries have a lot to answer for.

I was always brought up to believe a stranger is a 
friend you haven’t met.

Wet day in Chamonix, Roger, Carol, Geoff and Kate leave the Chalet

The Good Camp Site Guide

Cove Farm Camp Site, Kirkpatrick Fleming, about three miles from Gretna Green on the old road. Site of King 
Roberts the Bruce’s cave (allegedly)  where he met that famous spider. Campsite users can visit the cave for  free, 
other must pay. Ideal for those traveling to Scotland and want to break their journey halfway between the midlands 
and the highlands. £14 for Bongo for the night. 

The Ballater Council Camp site almost in the centre of town was also excellent, again about £14 for the Bongo. Ideal for the 
Lochnagar Range and Mount Keen. But not so far away from the southern Cairngorms.

AVOID the Caravan Club site at Braemar, arrived a few minutes before 6.pm, to be told by the warden (warder) that we we just in 
time, the barrier goes down at 6.00pm prompt and that was that, tough sh*t if you arrived with a big tent after that, you would have to 
carry every thing to the tent area. And for this we were charged £25 and FIVE PENCE .It seemed we had to have an electric hook up whether we wanted one 
or not. We didn’t stay for a second night.
To be fair The Caravan Club site at Montrose on the way back, in the centre of the town, was fine, we were able to pitch on the tent site, along with several 
other vans for about £14
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The Snow Chasers – The story so far...

�������������

So I finally have some time on my hands to relax and let 
you all know what we’ve been up to on our travels. 

After a lovely family Christmas in early December, we 
headed out to Saas-Fee to begin our 3 seasons of winter. 
The Bongo survived the journey, weighed down with all the 
essentials (mini Christmas tree, Galaxy chocolate, a box 
full of books, slippers...oh, and the numerous pairs of skis 
that Ed ‘needed’). On arrival, Saas-Fee was coated in the 
white stuff and pretty chilly. Work started straight away, 
with me in a hotel Kids Club and Ed instructing.  Christmas 
Eve brought a huge snowfall, which turned out to be the 
only major snowfall of the season! The snow making 
canons did a wonderful job for the remainder of the winter! 

January and February consisted mainly of work – I was 
doing 10 hour days with no break, so had little energy for 
anything else. Ed had quite a bit of work with a good range 
of ages and abilities (including private lessons with an 8 
year old girl and her 64 year old Grandma – that certainly 
tested his skills!), and he was also able to work on his own 
skiing when things were quiet. The Bongo, although tucked 
away in the underground car park, was unable to cope with 
the cold temperatures, and despite our best efforts, the 
battery gave up. We later discovered that when this 
happens, the side door locks shut and won’t release 
without taking off the whole interior panel and prising the 

lock open!

At the beginning of March, mum and dad came to visit and 
sneak some free lessons from Ed. Mum survived the trip 
with no injuries and did her first black run, and dad had 
some fun times with Ed through the bumps and trees...! 
They visited during the carnival ‘week’ that lasted about 10 
days, starting with the tradition of locals walking through 
the village hitting instruments and shouting to scare away 
the evil spirits...at 4am – apart from the 50 year old local 
blokes, not many others found this amusing.

At the end of March, Ed’s mum came out for a long 
weekend. I had a bit more free time, so we enjoyed lots of 
cafe testing, and a ride on the lift to see Ed’s new 
classroom. We couldn’t tempt her into having a go at skiing 
though.

With temperatures soaring, and a new Bongo battery, we 
had a few trips out to the local towns of Visp and Brig. Visp 
is functional, but not the prettiest place in the world – 
somewhere to drive through. Brig is a very pretty town, and 
gets some of the highest temperatures in the area – they 
also do really good ice cream!

In April, Ed was able to go climbing after work just off the 
walking track that goes between Saas-Fee and Saas-
Grund, and we had some nice walks to the neighbouring 
villages. 

I finally made my escape from the hotel at the end of April, 
and after packing up, we headed to Austria for a month 
where Ed was taking some ski courses up on the glacier in 
Hintertux. We set the Bongo up on a campsite in 
Mayrhofen, complete with swimming pool and sauna –  I 
was looking forward to a well earned break and a bit of 
sunshine! Temperatures were on average around 28-30˚C, 
so I was VERY happy! My days were spent running and 
walking along the many tracks around Mayrhofen, eating 
ice cream, swimming and reading by the pool...bliss! Ed, 
on the other hand, was up bright and early to head up the 
hill to go skiing! I would definitely recommend Mayrhofen 
as a base for the summer trip – loads of walking, biking 
and climbing, a really nice town, and only half an hour’s 
drive away is a big summer ski area. The tracks are well 
marked and vary in distances, with short ones down by the 
river and longer ones up the surrounding mountains. 

At the end of the month, we began our long drive back 
home, looking forward to seeing as many family and 
friends as possible in 10 days, and after a month of 
cooking on 2 gas rings, anything oven cooked was going 
to be heaven.

So we spent 10 days whizzing around Ed’s family, mine, 
some friends and squeezing in redecorating the kitchen at 
home. (Oh, I forgot to mention that...a couple of days 
before we left for Saas-Fee, the kitchen ceiling collapsed – 
the timing was perfect...!) It was great to see people; I just 
wish we’d had a little more time.

Alpine Horns

Saas-Fee
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After a hasty unpack and re-pack, trying to fit 4 $ 
months worth of stuff into 23 kg each, mum and dad 
drove us down to Heathrow, to begin the next stage of 
our travels – off to New Zealand! 

The 20 hour flight to Sydney was not as bad as it sounds 
– we had a 1 $ hour refuelling stop in Bangkok, which 
was spent stretching our legs around the airport, and 
was a nice break in the journey. When we finally arrived in 
Sydney, we were met with the information that all flights 
to NZ were cancelled due to the Chilean ash cloud, and 
we would be put up in a hotel for up to 5 nights. Great – 
an unexpected holiday in Sydney!! It ended up being 3

 days until we 
were able to get a flight out, so we made the most of our 
time by visiting the 2 obvious sights, along with the 
Aquarium and Wildlife Centre, and a day trip to Bondi 
Beach. Sydney is an amazing place – just walking from 
one end of a street to another feels like you’ve walked 
into a different city, with the shops and people being so 
varied. The birds are so colourful and sound completely 
different to anywhere else I’ve been. I was pretty gutted 
to leave, but a week after leaving home, we were able to 
complete our journey to New Zealand, flying into 
Queenstown.

We drove to Wanaka (yes, that is the name of the town) 
and found our home for the next few months. We have 
great views of the lake and mountains all a

round – 
beautiful. The snow was late arriving, so I had a couple of 
weeks before starting work, and before Ed started his 
race training (he’s a kept man at the moment). Wanaka is 
a very friendly town that is half an hour drive from the ski 
areas, so it doesn’t have the feel of a resort as in Europe, 
which is nice. We’ve been for a few walks around the 
lake area and slightly further afield with some people I 
met through my new job (who live in Loughborough – 
what a small world!). 

The snow finally arrived and I began work – the people I 
work with are great, the job on the other hand...well, it 
pays the bills! Ed is loving his race training - only one 
other person on the course, so with a 1:2 ratio he’s 

getting a lot of focused advice. In his words, he’s ‘skiing 
like a pro’! The ski area (Cardrona) is pretty small by 
European standards, but it is fun and there is quite a bit 

of off-piste skiing, and the ‘road’ up the hill is no more 
than a gravel track! The ski areas here are by no means 
‘pretty’ but the scenery and towns make up for that! On 
the other side of the main road is Snow Park which is an 
area dedicated to freestyle (jumps, half pipes and rails), 
and Snow Farm which is all cross country skiing and 
snow shoeing – something which I really want to try 
before we leave. The idea of putting tennis rackets on 
your feet is quite amusing to me...

Well, that’s our story so far. We’re now halfway through 
the NZ season, and are beginning to look into where to 
go next, but no decisions have been made yet. We’re 
having a great time here, and looking forward to October 
when we have a month of travelling around the country 
when we’re hoping to pop in to see the Bowlers. See you 
in November!

Andrea and Ed

Traffic Jam in New Zealand

Ed on 
Bondi 
Beach

Lake Wanaka

View from our 
home in 
Wanaka
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You Could Be Here…

PRESIDENTS MEET OCT 16/18 INGLETON, YORKSHIRE DALES
The annual Presidents Meets is fast approaching and once again we have excellent 
accommodation this year and in a great location. Sleeping accommodation is in 6 
rooms with 6 bunk beds and 4 rooms with 3 bunk beds, a great size dining room, 
lounge and sauna. Visit their website at www.pine-croft.co.uk and check it out.

Menu for the event is 
attached and should be 
returned to Dave Gair by Fri 
30 September 2011 please. 
Cost is £35, inclusive of the 
two nights plus the dinner 
on Sat night.
 

STAIR - Lakes:  Over the August Bank Holiday weekend, we have 
booked the Fylde MC club hut. Stair Cottage, situated in the Newlands 
Valley near Keswick and was built by the FMC in 1969. The hut has 
self-catered accommodation for up to 21 people (dorms of 6, 7 and 8), 
showers, kitchen and ample parking. A few places are still available 
and, if you can make it, we have an extra night (Mon) giving us four in 
total. Ed & Sue will be do a group dinner on the Sat night for all those 
interested

http://www.pine-croft.co.uk
http://www.pine-croft.co.uk
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PRESIDENTS MEET 16/18 October 2011
TIMBERLODGE, INGLETON

Cost will be £35 for the weekend payable in advance and by Fri
30 September (cheques made payable to DAVE GAIR) – this includes two nights 

accommodation and 
3-course dinner on Saturday evening 

(Note: Some barrels of Real Ale will be on tap both Fri night & Sat night, but please 
supply your own wine)

MENU
Please tick your choices

Homemade Vegetable Soup !
Melon  !

Mozzarella & Avocado topped with Garlic Mushrooms & Rocket Salad  !

Homemade Steak & Ale Pie !
Chicken in Lemon & Sherry Sauce !

Leek Tart with Roasted Red Pepper Sauce !

(All served with new potatoes & vegetables)

Fruit Crumble !
Plum Tart  !

with either Ice Cream  !  and/orCustard  !
Cheese Board 

NAME(S) ……………………………………
……………………………………………….
……………………………………………….
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Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174

 DATES FOR YOUR DIARY (Hut meets in bold)    

!
! !

Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

Holywell Inn
London Road

Hinckley

Every Thursday 9.00pm

hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org

Go to the web site to check the Forum

OUTSIDENOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com

Meets

!In addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of activities including climbing, 
walking and mountain biking, all arranged on an ad-hoc basic at the Holywell Pub on 
Thursday evenings or on the club Forum. And don’t forget the “Saga Louts” for midweek 
walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food for the weekend and your kit. 
All huts and hostels have cooking facilities although some members use the local hostelry. 
All huts have showers with the exception of one, are heated and where possible, ladies 
have a room to themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club huts and not Holiday 
Cottages. Some are suitable for family groups, some are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars,  again check with Ed to see who is going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod

Kit.

If you need to borrow kit, the club has 
some harnesses, crampons, ice axes and 
helmets. Members of this club are 
renowned for hanging on to kit, sacs, 
waterproofs and even boots. Ask!
Climbing

Climbing takes place most Tuesday 
evenings at the wall at Warwick: 
Thursdays evenings at The Tower, 
Beaumont Leys, and at other times at 
Red Point, Creation etc and on real 
rock if the weather allows.

Check the forum for details

Over the Garden Wall
from the Gutter Picture  Press 

Aug Bank Hol 26/27/28 Stair Lakes www.fyldemountaineeringclub 
Stair Cottage, situated in the Newlands Valley near Keswick was built by 
the FMC in 1969. The hut has accommodation for up to 21 people 
(dorms of 6, 7 and 8) and ample parking. In addition to the Bank holiday 
dates, we have the opportunity to book extra nights either side, but I need  
to know well in advance if you are interested. The Swinside Inn is but a 
five-minute walk. Sleeps 21

Sep 16/18 Nant Gwynant N Wales
As requested, a family specific weekend, again using Pete’s hut but with 
additional camping spaces available at the hut. Possible BBQ on the Sat 
night. All welcome. Excellent area for walking & climbing. Pub in 
Bedgelert.

Oct 14/16 Presidents Meet Ingleton www.pine-croft.co.uk After a 
very successful trip in 2010, we’re going back to this excellent venue. 
The local area offers a range of spectacular natural wonders, modern 
amenities and magnificent scenery including the famous Three Peaks of 
Ingleborough, Pen y ghent and Whernside. Local pubs and a climbing 
wall if it rains. Sleeps 48 plus additional accommodation in timber 
lodges (these should be booked independently).

Nov 11/13 Brecon Beacon venue tbc Dec 2/4 Lakes 
venue tbc

Hubble, Bubble, Toil and Trouble.  Is this mad scientist at 
work in Chamonix...was he turning iron into gold...no, making 
bread!

Whose wife provided a little light 
reading for a snow walking trip to  
Chamonix despite the heavy 
snowfalls on the tops giving 
avalanche risks of 3-4.....It is still 
unread.

Got it taped!
No expense spared these 
exclusively designed 
shades for a trip into 
Italy.

Ultra fit mountaineers take a well earned break in Italy

This space reserved for 
that man on a bus
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